
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School 

Whole School Approach to Teaching Writing 

 

Our approach to teaching Writing: 

• stimulus 

• specific text type  

• a sequence of skills is explicitly taught, practised and embedded within a chosen context  

• talking to inform writing 

• vocabulary  

• modelled and shared writing opportunities  

• plan writing  

• write at length 

• edit and improve writing including teacher modelling 

• cross-curricular writing opportunities 

Embedded within this approach is: 

• active learning, for example, role play and Burn2Learn 

• personalised writing target cards which are used in all lessons 

• non-negotiable spellings and B.E.E (basic English editing) Zone to support independent editing 

• use of colour coding to support SPAG and composition of writing 

• visual stimuli (painting a vivid picture display) is used to embed skills taught 

• working walls and resources are a tool to be used independently by children during lessons 

 

Further Explanation Behind the Approach 

Teachers will carefully select a stimulus for writing through a rich text or topical issue to engage and excite all learners from the 
offset, thus providing all children a purpose for writing. Teachers ensure that throughout the year a range of text types are taught 
along with explicitly teaching a sequence of skills building up to write at length. SPAG lessons are embedded within a context, 
linking to the stimulus, making SPAG more meaningful and resulting in better outcomes for all. Colour coding is used to support the 
teaching of specific language, structure, SPAG and to support overall composition in writing.  
 
Vocabulary has a huge place in the curriculum and every opportunity is taken during English lessons and across the curriculum to 
develop this. Written and oral opportunities are provided to apply vocabulary in other contexts helping the children to have a bank of 
vocabulary to draw upon when speaking and writing. 
 
Modelled and shared writing opportunities allows a range of writing skills to be developed, with guidance, whilst also promoting 
children’s independence.  
 
Children are explicitly taught the skill of planning writing. They then use this to guide them through the writing process where they 
write at length. Teachers model the editing and improving process. All children then independently edit and improve their writing. 
Opportunities for peer and self-assessment are planned into lessons carefully and children then have time to respond to written 
feedback which may guide them to further edit/improve their writing.  
 
Cross-curricular writing opportunities are planned to allow the children to apply their writing skills in a range of different contexts 
and across subjects. 
 

All learning will be differentiated to suit the individual needs of children. This includes specific differentiation linked to 
the English task as well as considering the need to differentiate within English lessons linked to other areas of need: 
e.g. coloured overlays when reading instructions if a child has visual stress. This provision will be clear in books and 
work samples. 
 

 


